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Subject: Day 1 - It’s time to Meditate With Confidence... let’s get started!

DAY 1

It’s finally time [First Name] - the Meditate With Confidence (even if you can’t sit still) 
challenge starts TODAY!

You should be seeing this hit your inbox right around 9:00am EST! Each day I'll send 
an email first thing in the morning, and then at 7pm EST we'll have our live training 
on Facebook Live (make sure to join the Facebook Group to get the live trainings).

I'll also link each email to a Facebook Post so you can comment, leave wins, 
struggles, and support - it's going to be a blast!

Now, I totally don’t want you to keep this training a secret - so feel free to pass it
along at ANYTIME (including sharing our daily trainings, which I REALLY appreciate). 
So let’s just dive into Day 1 - Meditation Made Simple and why meditating is easier 
than you think!
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Before we dive right into today’s email - I want to give you a quick outline of what
this challenge will have you doing. Each day you’ll be doing a simple 5-minute 
mindfulness meditation and then writing down in your meditation journal what your 
experience was like. 

You’ll also be given an easy-to-follow roadmap to set yourself up to successfully 
meditate. Then, by Friday you’ll have all the tools you need to confidently meditate 
anytime and anywhere you like - and we’ll end your workshop with an EPIC FREE 
Masterclass. 

So today I’m going to have you start with a simple 5-minute mindfulness meditation to 
introduce you to how it works, and then write down what your experience was in your 
meditation journal. It's SUPER SIMPLE and I guide you through the entire process in my 
meditation app that you get to download for free!

Let’s get started:

Step 1. Download the app here for free (this is for iTunes only) or, download the 
Android version here. Once you’ve downloaded it don’t forget to register for your 
free account so you can login and start using it. If you don’t have an iPhone, then 
please click here to use my online version via the website. 

Step 2. Make sure you have a journal handy to make a note about your meditation 
experience.  Don’t worry if you don’t have something to use as a journal as I have a 
link for you below where you can setup your own private online journal for free in less 
than 1 minute.  Simply click here to get started! There is a paid version of this 
program but the free version is all you need. 

Step 3. Grab some headphones, plug them into your phone or computer and then go 
to the Meditations tab in the Meditation Dojo app and tap on ‘Introduction, then tap 
on the level 1 icon and then tap on Session 1. This will take you to the short 
introduction video which will then auto-play session 1 of your first 5-minute 
meditation. 
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Now you might be curious how this is going to grow into meditating with confidence 
(even if you can’t sit still) in 5 days, right?

Tune into today's training on Facebook Live at 7p EST (or catch the replay while it's 
live until tomorrow at 7p EST) where we're going to cover what exactly what 
meditation is and why it’s easier to learn than you think even if you’ve tried and failed 
before!

Once you have completed steps 1, 2 and 3 above head on over to Facebook and leave 
a comment on today’s post with your feedback on your meditation - let’s see how you 
went!

>>Click Here to Visit Today’s Post on Facebook and Leave a Comment<<

That’s it, Day 1 is in the books and you’ve now completed your first 5-minute 
mindfulness meditation! Make sure to tune into our live training today for the the 
birds eye view of developing your own successful meditation practice with ease!

See you later today!

Until then, enjoy the moment!

Michael
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Subject: Day 2 - How to stay motivated once you’ve got started!

So welcome back to DAY 2, [First Name] Can you believe you’re already 20% of the 
way through learning to meditate with confidence - that’s pretty awesome!

Today is Day 2 of the challenge and it’s time to look at what part motivation plays in 
your meditation practice and what to do if your motivation levels start to drop.

DAY 2

Yesterday we did your first meditation, journaled about it, learned about doing 
meditation ‘your’ way and discovered why there is no such thing as failure when you 
meditate. Today we go deeper into the mindset around how to meditate with 
confidence and an introduction to using everyday sounds as a meditation.

Day 2 is comprised of three important takeaways and if you apply them to your 
meditation practice then your confidence will increase tenfold. 
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You’ll also be doing a different 5-minute mindfulness technique today that is based 
on using simple sounds to rapidly focus the mind and be present. Once you get the 
knack of this you’ll be able to use it virtually anytime and anywhere you  like. 

Here’s today’s assignment:

Step 1. Write in your journal why you are committed to meditating (i.e. what’s your 
#1 reason for wanting to meditate?) Then, write down what it will cost you if you 
don’t follow through (what will you miss out on or lose?) Lastly, write down what are 
the benefits of staying committed to a course of action (i.e. how will meditation 
enhance your life?)

Step 2. Login to the Meditation Dojo app if you haven’t already as it’s 100% free to 
use and go to level 1, session 2 in the ‘Meditations’ section. Please use your 
headphones for the best experience. Click here for the iTunes version | click here for 
the Android version | click here to use the main website.

Step 3. Write down what your experience of the meditation was in your journal. 
Remember, there is no right or wrong here - it’s just about what you noticed or felt 
during and after your meditation. If you don’t have a journal, then you can setup a 
free one online (which is private and secure) by clicking here.

The key with these steps is to take action on them which starts with a decision by 
you to follow through. This process has the power to change your life but it will  only 
work if you decide to make it a must for you.   

Once you have completed your meditation pop over to Facebook and share your
#1 reason for wanting to meditate in a couple of sentences - you never know it 
might just help someone to re-think their own reasons!

>>Click Here to Visit Today’s Facebook Post<<

After you share on today’s post, spend 15-20 minutes wrapping up the assignment
and getting ready for our Facebook Live at 7p EST! I’m going live to talk more about 
what happens to your brain when you meditate (this is a good thing), and how to 
stay motivated so you don’t sabotage yourself before all the good stuff happens.

See you later today!

© 2017 Meditation Dojo. All Rights Reserved.
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NOTES: Stuff in-between [brackets] gets filled in with your content Stuff in-between 
>>arrows<< gets a link to the content Everything below the image is what goes on 
the Facebook Post.
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Subject: Day 3 - Doing meditation your way

[First Name], over the last couple of days we completed two mindful meditations 
and looked at the key to staying motivated even when you don’t feel like 
meditating, but you might be wondering how do we deal with a busy mind, 
annoying itches and physical sensations, or even falling asleep while meditating?

Hey, believe me I have had every possible obstacle come up while meditating that 
challenged my focus and commitment but I new that was just my subconscious 
mind throwing a tantrum about building a new habit that it wasn’t in control of. I’m 
sure you’d agree though that taking charge of the subconscious mind is not a bad 
thing, right? 

Today I’m going to show you how to approach your meditation practice so that it 
works for you and helps you to navigate through obstacles with ease. I call this 
doing meditation your way. 

There’s no one-size-fits-all when it comes to meditating because what works for you 
may not work for someone else and vice-versa. The idea is to find what works for 
you and stick to it. This is super easy to do and makes meditating so much more fun 
when it’s flexible and fits in with your lifestyle.

DAY 3
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So by now you’ve practiced a couple of different 5-minute mindful meditations, 
reinforced your meditation experiences by writing them down, and worked a 
little on your mindset around staying motivated. Now it’s time to start having fun 
with how you approach your meditations.   

Doing meditation your way means exactly that. It’s not my way, it’s not the Zen 
monks way, it’s not even someone you know’s way - it’s 100% your way. 

1. You are in charge of when and how long you meditate for.
Somedays you might meditate in the morning for 5-minutes, while others you 
meditate in the evening for 2-minutes. There are no hard and fast rules here, just 
giving yourself permission to fit meditation in where you can. 

The biggest excuse I hear from people who don’t meditate is that that don’t have 
time for it. If you can’t find 2 to 5-minutes a day to meditate then it simply 
means you are kidding yourself. The reality is that the busier you are the more 
necessary meditation is to help clear your head and give yourself a little self-care

2. Find a meditation technique that works for you.
Start off with 5-minutes and then gradually extend by 5-minutes extra per week 
until you get to 20-minutes. This may mean experimenting with a few different 
meditations until you find what works for you so don’t worry if it takes awhile as 
every meditation you do is working whether you realize it or not.

I usually give a meditation technique 7-days in a row before deciding to move on 
to a new one. I recommend starting out with Mindfulness Meditations like you 
are already doing because you don’t have to limit your practice to places or 
times.

3. Be consistent!
It’s far better to meditate daily even if it’s just for a few minutes than it is to 
meditate for an hour once a week. You’re literally training your brain to switch off 
on demand so the more frequently you practice even if it’s just for a few minutes, 
the more benefits you will start to feel and see. 

Pick a time that works for you to start with and see if you can stick with it. If not, 
that’s okay - just squeeze it in whenever you can during the day even if it’s just 
before you go to sleep. Mornings are typically a good time to meditate because 
your body is rested from the night’s sleep and it’s easier to stay awake while 
meditating.
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4. Obstacles
Here’s the secret to navigating almost any obstacle that arises before or during 
meditation - make that part or all of your meditation! Just by staying present with 
whatever has arisen, paying attention to it and accepting it rather than judging it, 
that becomes a mindful meditation practice. 

So if your mind is busy, that’s ok - allow it. Just notice it and then bring your 
awareness back to the focus of your meditation. 

The same applies to anything else that may arise. Just notice it without judging it 
and then gently bring your attention back to the focus of your meditation - it’s 
that simple and with practice it gets easier!

Just like that you’ve created a foundation to build from so that you are setting 
yourself up for success with your meditation practice - it doesn’t get any easier 
than that. 

After you do today’s meditation which is session 3 from the Meditation Dojo app  
which is a simple body awareness meditation that you can practice anytime and 
anywhere - pop over to Facebook and share with us how you're feeling so far! 
Don’t forget to write down what your experience was of today’s meditation in 
your journal. Do you feel good about your meditation practice, nervous, excited? 
Let's band together and create some massive support and momentum!

>>Click Here to Visit Today's Facebook Post<<

You might be struggling to deal with some common questions and objections to 
feeling like meditation is working for you or not - don’t worry, I’ve got you 
covered.

Today at 7PM EST on FB live we’re going to dive deep into some of the nitty 
gritty things to do with meditation that many people aren’t sure about like; when 
is the best time to meditate, where to meditate, is it okay to lie down when 
meditating, what if I fall asleep during meditation, and a bunch of other questions 
that I always get asked. 
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The answer to these will make so much sense to you and make it 10x easier to 
meditate with confidence.

See you later today!

Until then, enjoy the moment!

Michael

P.S. Get excited because tomorrow we’re going to dive deep into how to ensure 
you can tell if you’re meditation is working or not and some simple mind-body 
hacks to help you meditate and relax even deeper.

P.S. On Friday at 7PM EST we’re going to end this event with a FREE Masterclass 
on How to use meditation to impact your health, relationships, career, happiness 
and empowerment - to get the FULL experience make sure to click here and save 
your seat. (I also have a time on saturday just in case you can’t make it friday ;) )
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Subject: Day 4 - Simple Brain & Body Hacks For Deeper Meditation.

[First Name], now that we’ve started training the brain to reduce things like stress, 
anxiety, fear and depression while improving concentration, attention, mood and well-
being... it’s time to look at some simple mind-body hacks to help deepen your 
meditation practice..

This is your chance to open up your mind and body to a world of ever deepening inner 
peace, happiness, and feeling good about yourself, so let’s do it!.  

DAY 4

Now - I’m going to do a very special Facebook Live today that will be a real 
game-changer when it comes to how your mind stresses you out and what to do 
about it - especially if you get caught up in negative thinking or strong emotions. 

Right now though, I  wanted to share with you some super simple mind and body 
hacks to help you meditate deeper and master your meditation practice with 
ease. These are practical things you can do to make your meditations fun and 
super beneficial.
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1. What is the best posture to meditate in?
It really depends on the meditation you are doing. As well as sitting meditations 
there are moving meditations, standing meditations and even meditations where 
you are lying down (more about that later). 

While you are learning to meditate the ideal position for meditation is one that 
allows you to stay upright, focused, and alert so that the energy in your body can 
flow from the base of your spine to your head with minimal interruption. 

It is so important to be comfortable so that you can forget about your body while 
you are meditating but do you best to keep your spine as upright as you can. 

2. Setting your space.
Where you meditate can also make a difference especially if your home is noisy 
or you don’t have a lot of spare room. It helps to create a space for yourself 
where you go to meditate that is separate from anything else you do. 

This can be as simple as using a cushion on the floor next to your bed, using a 
comfy chair to sit in somewhere as quiet as possible, or even just sitting on your 
pillows on your bed with your back supported. 

The space you use doesn’t have to be totally quiet especially if you have kids or 
distractions going on all the time. That’s why it’s good to use headphones and 
listen to guided meditations at first so that your attention is not so easily 
distracted. Ultimately, you will be able to meditate in any space no matter how 
quiet or noisy it is as you will understand that anything can be used to meditate.

3. Expectations.
Now this is a huge one. One of the reasons many people quit before they get to 
reap the full benefits of meditation is because they have unrealistic expectations 
around what ‘should’ happen. The simple mind hack I want to give you here is to 
drop any expectations of how meditation should look or feel for you. 

As long as you just show up for your meditation each day for however long you 
can commit to the results will come of their own accord. Every meditation you do 
is affecting your brain and body - even if you’re ego doesn’t think so. Just trust in 
the process and drop any expectations as they arise. 
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4. Distractions.
Distractions are going to happen. From pets, children, your mind, or other people 
in your life can all make it challenging to meditate. The easiest way to deal with 
any distraction is to accept it without getting upset about it. I call this relaxed 
awareness. If I choose to leave my meditation room door open and one of my 
dogs walks in for attention I don’t let that distract from my meditation - I make it 
part of my meditation. 

I will either ignore them and just be aware of them sniffing or nudging me, or I 
will consciously open my eyes, look at them and with meditative awareness give 
them a cuddle and then close my eyes again and return to the focus of my 
meditation. They usually either lay down and go to sleep or leave because they 
are bored. 

Just by switching your mindset to one of allowance with whatever distractions are 
happening and making them a part of your meditation experience, including your 
thoughts makes meditating easier.  Most importantly, never let distractions be the 
reason you don’t meditate. They will help you to become more focused in a non-
judgmental way which will help you massively in your everyday life.

5. Food and Drink.
It’s a good idea to not eat just before meditating as the body is busy digesting 
food and it may be hard to stay awake. I allow at least 1 hour for food to digest 
before I meditate. 

It is however good to drink water before you meditate as that helps you to stay 
focused and more alert. When your body is hydrated the electricities can flow 
easier through the body and brain which helps you to stay awake as your 
brainwaves slow down during meditation. 

Obviously, it’s never good to meditate after drinking alcohol or taking any mind-
altering substances as the idea of meditation is to be as conscious and present as 
possible. Don’t be surprised as you meditate over time if you food and drink 
habits start to change of their own accord. 
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This will be your body letting you know that as your energy gets higher and you 
go deeper into meditation it requires a healthier environment in which it can hold 
that energy. For example, I never lack in energy to do whatever I want during the 
day (or night) and I rarely get sick which I give credit to always be looking to 
optimize my health and well-being which was inspired by my meditations. 

With all that in mind, go ahead and implement as much of the above as you can 
as you before you do today’s meditation which is Session 4 of the Meditation 
Dojo app. This is a really cool ‘Gazing Meditation’ which teaches you how to 
meditate mindfully with your eyes open. 

After you have finished your meditation make a note of your experience in your 
journal - don’t skip this part as it really helps to lock in your experiences and look 
back at how far you’ve come over time.

Now today’s check in on Facebook will be fun! I want you to head over to today’s 
post and share your biggest takeaway from today’s lesson!

>>Click Here to Visit Today’s Facebook Post<<

Now if you need help to understand how your mind stresses you out and what to 
do about it, and how that helps to eliminate negative thinking and deal with 
strong emotions we’re gonna totally cover that EXACT topic on our Facebook Live 
training today! 

So set your alarm for 7p EST and we’ll talk about the good news on relieving 
suffering and stress as part of your meditation practice!

See you later today!

Until then, enjoy the moment!

Michael
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Subject: "Day 5 - Don't Forget Today’s EPIC Bonus Masterclass {First name]"

After today - you’re going to have all the tools you’ll need to meditate with 
confidence (even if you can’t sit still), that’s pretty freakin’ awesome [First Name], 
wouldn’t you agree!

So let’s not waste anytime - let’s just get right into the content!

DAY 5

Have you ever heard the saying, "happiness is a way of life and not a destination"? 

You may have because it’s totally true. Most people are so busy rushing through 
life trying desperately to catch up or get ahead that they forget to enjoy the 
journey. This not only results in a stressful life it can also lead to all sorts of 
mental, physical, and emotional health issues. 

So what’s the solution? It’s to give yourself permission to slow down and re-group 
your energy each day by practicing simple 5 or 10 minute meditations. That’s all it 
takes to unwind the mind aso the body can start to relax and rejuvenate. 
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It’s really a case of training your mind to let go of having to be busy all the time so you 
can have a few minutes to center yourself and enjoy some inner peace and calm. That’s 
all it takes to connect to yourself in a meaningful and consistent way and start taking 
back control of your mental and physical health. 

That leads us to the last step of meditating with confidence which is to turn it into a 
daily habit. Habits are the cornerstone of excellence no matter what area of your life 
you’re looking to change. You’ll be surprised how many people miss out on so much 
goodness in their life just because they stay stuck in unproductive or unhealthy habits.

Constantly reminding yourself to center yourself through anchoring is what practicing 
meditation is all about. You’re learning to ‘notice’ your thoughts and feelings and then 
use an anchor like your breath, sound, a part of your body, or even gazing at 
something to be present and come back to your center. This has enormous benefits to 
your mind, body and well-being.

1. The Power of Habits.

The biggest thing that has an impact on your health, happiness, wealth and 
relationships are the habitual things you think, say and do every day. It makes sense 
then that to get different results or permanently shift the quality of your life then you 
need to makes changes in the way you think or behave.

That’s why, the easiest way to make meditation a daily habit is to simply set an 
intention around what your habit will look like and then schedule it in. This will make it 
real and then all you need to do is follow through with it and not allow any excuses to 
get in the way. 

Schedule it into your day at a time that works best for you. Don’t worry about how 
long you are going to meditate for because as we discussed previously this is your 
meditation and you need to do what works for you. 

When I create a new daily habit I connect it to something I already do every day. For 
example, I always have a large glass of water when I get up in the morning and straight 
after that I meditate for 20 to 30 minutes. I also meditate just before dinner each day 
for 20 to 30 minutes so I make dinner my anchor. 
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By linking in your meditation habit with something you already do it makes it easier to 
remember and follow through on. 

Don’t forget that results always come from taking consistent action and your meditation 
practice is no different. Meditation is like doing a gym workout for the brain because 
you’re teaching it a new way to focus on being present. 

New habits need to be reinforced and if you can stick with your meditation habit for 30 
days in a row then it’ll be a habit you’ll be able to benefit from for the rest of your life. 

So Today’s assignment is to decide on what you are going to link your meditation 
practice to and then set a reminder on your phone to do it daily for the next 30 days.  

Keep in mind that you can use mindful meditation when walking, eating, jogging, sitting 
on a train or in a car, washing your teeth, or any activity you can think of. It’s just the 
knack of observing what you are doing with non-judgmental awareness. 

Then don’t forget to do today’s mindfulness meditation which is Session 5 of the 
Meditation Dojo app. 

This is an introduction to a Body Scan meditation which is a great way to bring more 
awareness to your body and what’s going on for it. Afterwards, don’t forget to record 
your experience in your journal. 

Make sure to head over to today's Facebook post and let us know that you did it!
Just comment on the post with "I can now meditate with confidence!” Or any
declaration of success you choose - I just wanna hear about your success ;)

>>Click Here to Visit Today's Facebook Post<<

Now if you need help with anything we’ve covered (and any feelings they stir up), I’m 
going to totally cover that on our FREE Masterclass today at 7p EST, and your next steps 
to living a happier, healthier and more enjoyable life! If you didn’t save your seat yet - 
you can click right here to do that!  

See you later today!

Until then, enjoy the moment!

Michael
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P.S. This is one live training you don’t wanna miss live - I’ve got something REALLY
special lined up for you.  

P.P.S If you missed the LIVE training then go here to check out our Flagship course, 
Uplift Your Life, as this is what we offer everyone who does the 5-day workshop next.  If 
you’re ready to stop playing small in your life and/or business then could be just what 
you are looking for.  
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